The inserts in some of the buttons on your control panel have changed and should to be updated. The new Store/Recall buttons and Source buttons aren’t for new functionality, but to better improve the user experience.

The new User buttons take advantage of the expansion of the User button functionality of your switcher. The user buttons allow you to map different functionality to these buttons. The assignment of the user buttons is not changed when you upgrade, only the ability to change them.

Press MENU > USER > NEXT > UseSel Bttns and assign new functions to the buttons. To match the new factory default, we recommend the mapping shown below.

**Key 1, Key 2, Key 3, Key 4, Aux 1, ME, MiniME 1, CCBank Select**

Print this page out on a clear lexan and cut out the insrts shown above. Ensure that you print the page at Actual Size to ensure the inserts are the proper size.